Introduction
In this and in a subsequent paper we study locally convex spaces which are modules over a topological algebra. These are introduced as the appropriate setting for the study of two separate but related problems. The first of these is the subject of this paper and will be described in more detail below, the second concerns the multiplier problem which arose in classical Fourier analysis and has since been studied in various settings by a number of authors. The second paper is an attempt to unify some of these results.
The subject of this paper concerns the analysis of representations of a locally compact group in terms of representations of its subgroups. This problem has a long history. For finite groups it was considered by Frobenius in his development of induced characters and induced representations. Later work has been done by many people. Amongst these Mackey in [8] , succeeded in obtaining a rather complete solution to this problem. Central to his work were three theorems which he has called the subgroup theorem, the tensor product theorem and the intertwining number theorem. This last theorem easily yields the classical Frobenius reciprocity theorem. Mackey then generalized this work to unitary representations on separable Hilbert spaces of locally compact groups having a countable basis for the open sets. This is the substance of [9] and [10] . Here the theorems take a quite different form since decompositions into irreducible representations in the sense of direct sums need not exist, and the notion of direct integral decompositions must be employed. This latter is the cause of many measure theoretical difficulties. It appears impossible to extend these results to representations acting in more general spaces. Indeed very difficult problems arise in the attempt to generalize direct integral decompositions to (as is done in [11; Sect. 8] and in [14] ), one is quickly lead to consider more general spaces as we shall now show.
In [14] M. A. Rieffel has obtained a version of the Frobenius reciprocity theorem for Banach space representations. His theorem may be stated in the following way. Let F be a locally compact group and A an open (and therefore closed) subgroup of F. Let A be the category of F-modules and B the category of A-modules (see [14] for the definitions).
The restriction functor E~E,~ which assigns to each F-module the corresponding Amodule has an adjoint E-~rE and a coadjoint E-~Er; that is there are F-modules E r and rE such that Horn r (rE, F)-Homa (E, F~) and Homr (F, E r) ~ HomA (F~, E).
If A is a closed subgroup which is not open, then the restriction functor has a coadjoint
but not an adjoint [14; Theorem 7.1] . This raises the possibility that if we consider representations in more general spaces, then we may be able to "find" an adjoint for the restriction functor. That this is in fact the case is one of the main results of this paper.
Note that for finite groups Rieffel's theorem yields the classical Frobenius reciprocity theorem. However l~ieffel's theorem, as well as similar theorems obtained by Moore [13] , Kleppncr [7] are quite different than Mackey's theorems for (infinite) locally compact groups, since if E is irreducible Horn r (E, F) #(0) only if F has E as a discrete irreducible component (see [11] Appendix).
In this paper we consider representations acting on locally convex spaces. We begin by introducing locally convex modules and tensor products of these. Using these as tools we develop a theory of induced representations of locally convex algebras and locally compact groups, which includes a Frobenius reciprocity theorem. These results are then applied to the study of linear systems representations which were introduced by Mackey in [11; w 8] . In establishing a Frobenius reciprocity theorem for these, use is made of the fact that for locally convex modules the restriction functor has both an adjoint and coadjoint. It would appear from our work that while we have only made a start on the problem of analyzing linear systems representations of a locally compact group in terms of linear systems representations of its subgroups, further work should be profitable.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces locally convex modules and tensor products of these. This section contains a number of our results which are used in later sections. A number of our results can be worded in terms of representations of locally convex algebras and this is done in section 3. Section 4 begins the study of representations of locally compact groups on locally convex spaces. When dealing with representations of locally compact groups, various notions of continuity arise. In section 4 we investigate these in terms of the representation module. Separately continuous representations are reduced to the study in section 3, and in section 5 we give the main theorems for these (Theorems 6, 7 and 8). Section 6 establishes a representation theorem for E r. Section 7
contains preliminary results for section 8 which is concerned with showing that in the case of unitary representations our induced modules are Naimark-related to the induced representations studied by Mackey. In section 9 we present a (not very satisfactory) representation theorem for rE. Section 10 is concerned with linear systems representations.
The final section of the paper extends the results of section 5 to continuous representations.
A word about part of the notation used throughout the paper is in order. When dealing as we do with categories of topological spaces it is sometimes possible to define a Hom functor from the given category to the category of sets and a hom functor from the category into itself which "forgets" to the Hom funetor. The former will be denoted by "Horn" and the latter by "horn".
Many of our results on locally convex modules are of course similar to results in homological algebra. Thus those parts of the proof which are purely algebraic are frequently left to the reader, and we usually worry only about the topological aspects of the proof.
We use [1] and [12] as standard references for algebraic and categorical results.
One further convention,--all topological spaces are Hausdorff.
Locally convex modules
Let E, F be topological vector spaces. L(E, F) is the vector space of continuous linear mappings of E into F. We write L(E) in place of L(E, E). A topological algebra A is a linear associative algebra over the complex field C which is a topological vector space in which the maps a~ab and a-+ba are continuous for each b EA. A locally convex algebra is a topological algebra which is a locally convex space.
De/inition. Let A be a topological algebra. A locally convex left A-module E is a locally convex space which is a left A-module such that the map (a, x)~ax of A • E---~E also satisfies:
E).
A locally convex right A-module is defined in the analogous fashion.
Let A be a topological algebra, E a locally convex right A-module, F a locally convex left A-module, and G a locally convex space. Recall that a bilinear map [ of E • F into G is called A-balanced if [(xa, y)=/(x, ay) for any aeA, xeB, yEF. B(E, F, G) is the set of all A-balanced bilinear maps. We shall write B(E, F) in place of B(E, F, C).
For each pair (x, y) E E • F, the map t~/(x, u) is a linear form on B(E, F) and hence is an element x| of the algebraic dual B(E, F)*. The map Z: (x, y)~xQy for E • F into B(E, F)* is bilinear and A-balanced. The linear span of x(E x F) in B(E, F)* is called the tensor product of E and F and is written E | ~ F.
We intend to study various topologies on E | A F. To do this we require a number of definitions.
Let ~ (resp. ~) be a family of bounded subsets of E (resp. F), and recall that a bilinear map [ of E • F into G is said to be ~-hypocontinuous if t is separately continuous and if 
THEOREM 1. Let ~ (resp. ~) be a set o/bounded subsets o[ E (resp. F). There exists on E | ~ F a unique topology T = T(~, ~) such that/or each locally convex space G, the isomorphism ~9 maps L((E| F)7, G) onto B~,~( E, F, G). Moreover, a subset H o] L( ( E | ~ F)~, G) is equicontinuous i] and only i/r is an (~, ~)-equihypocontinuous subset o/B~,~(E, F, G).
The proof is analogous to the case A = (~ (the complex field). For an indication of the proof in this case see [6] .
The topology T(| ~) is the topology of uniform convergence on the (@, ~)-equihypo- 
and (E| --)(m) = Is|
where Is is the identity map E~E.
For objects H, K in B and nGHomB (H, K) define horns (E, -) (H) = Hom~ (E, H) and home (E, -) (n) = n.. Let A be a locally convex algebra with a unit u and consider A as a locally convex Proo/. Let ~ be the unique continuous linear map such that ~0E(a, x)=ax (Theorem 1).
It follows as in the algebraic ease that ~ is an isomorphism. To show that ~s is bicon-
'H tinuous we show that if ~E( ) is an eqnicontinuous subset of (A @AE)' then H is an equicontinuous subset of E'. (E' is the dual of E and ~ the transpose of ~E). Let Z be the canonical map A • E~A | E, then (~(h)oz: h EH} is an ~-equihypoeontinuous subset of B(A, E).
Let u be the unit of A, then there is a 0-neighbourhood V in E such that for xE V, hEH we have
This completes the proof.
In the next proposition we consider A as a locally convex (A, B)-bimodule. PROPOSITION 
Let E be as in Proposition 5. There is a bicontinuous B-module isomorphism ~E: E-~homA (A, E).
Proo]. For x 6 E let ~s(x) be defined by
Since the map (a, x)~ax is ~-hypoeontinuous we may conclude that ~E(x) is continuous.
It is easily seen that ~s(x) 6homA(A , E) and that ~ is a B-module homomorphism. We now wish to prove an associativity theorem for our tensor products. In this we take ~ to be the set of finite subsets so the topology on our tensor products is the topology of uniform convergence on the separately equicontinuous subsets of bilinear forms. 
~J'~a: F|174 -~ (F| E)| such that ~Fa(x|174174174
It follows that ~yao~FF~ and ~IZF~o~Fa are identity maps. The remainder of the proof is straightforward.
We close this section with a result which will be used later. Let A be a locally convex ~-algebra, i.e. A is a locally convex algebra having a continuous map a..+a ~ satisfying Wx'c S o so that a~ax' is a continuous map.
Induced representations of locally convex algebras
In this section, A is a locally convex algebra having a unit u, and B is a unitary subalgebra of A.
Let E be a locally convex left A-module, then by restricting the map (a, x)-+ax to B • E, E is a locally convex left B-module which we shall write as Es. In this way we obtain a functor from the category of locally convex left A-modules to the category of locally convex left B-modules which we shall call the restriction functor. We apply the results of section 2 to show that the restriction functor has both an adjoint and a coadjoint. The adjoint is the functor A | -and the coadjoint is home (A, -), defined in w 2. (Here we take | to be the set of finite subsets of A, and we consider A as an (A, B)-bimodule in the first case, and as an (B, A)-bimodule in the second).
T H E OR E M 3. The/unctor A | B --is the adjoint o/the restriction/unctor, and the/unctor home (A, -) is the coadjoint.
Proo/. By Theorem 2, we have
By Proposition 6, homA (A, F) is topologically isomorphic to Fs and it is easy to see that this isomorphism is natural. This shows that A | -is the adjoint of the restriction functor. Again by Theorem 2, we have Hom e (A| F)=~Hom A (E, hom e (A, F)).
By Proposition 5, A| is topologically isomorphic to Es and it is seen that this isomorphism is natural. Thus homB (A, -) is the coadjoint of the restriction functor.
In future we shall write AE in place of A| and E A in place of hems (A, E). In this notation the results of Theorem 3 can be written
Hom~ (AE, iV) ~ Hems (E, Fs) and HomA (P, E A) ~ HomB (Ps, E).
COROLLARY. Let A be a locally convex algebra and B, G unitary subalgebras o] A. Let E be a locally convex le]t B-module and F a locally convex le/t C.module. Then

Hem c ((AE)e, F) ~ Hems (E, (FA)B).
This next theorem concerns induction in stages.
THEORE~ 4. Let C be a unitary subalgebra o] B. Then AE "~ A(SE) and E A ~ (EB) A /or any locally convex le]t C-module E, and the isomorphism is natural.
Proo/. Viewing B as a locally convex (B, C)-module we have Let J(E, F) be the set of all separately continuous intertwining forms on E • F. For
/EJ(E, F) let m: F-->E ~ be defined by (x, my) =/(x, y).
It follows easily that m is a continuous module homomorphism. Conversely every m E HomA (F, E ~) is of this form. It then follows that J(E, F) ~= HomA (F, E~).
THEOREM 5. Let A be a locally convex ~-algebra with unit u, and B a unitary ~-subalgebra o/ A. I/ E i8 a locally convex le/t B-module and F a locally convex left A-module, then J(AE, F) ~ J(E, Fv)
Proo/. This is immediate from Theorem 3 and Proposition 9.
Representation modules
Definition. Let F be a locally compact group and E a locally convex space. We will show later that the map (~t, x)-+/xx is also hypocontinuous with respect to the compact subsets of Me(F).
A locally convex left Mc(F)-module will be called a locally convex F-module. We shall write homr in place of hOmMe(r), and a similar convention applies to tensor products etc. given this latter topology. Thus given Y0 E F and 5 > 0 there is a neighbourhood U of ~'0 such that ~ E U and x E C implies %x--~v~ ~V.
Thus ? E U, x E C and x' E V ~ imply so that L is equicontinuous. This proves the Proposition since f<e v x, x'> d/~(7) = <~, ='>.
C o R o LL ARY. Let f be any F-balanced bilinear form on Me(F) • E which is hypocontinuous relative to the equicontinuous subsets of Me(F). Then f is hypocontinuous relative to the compact subsets o/E.
Proo]. Since / is separately continuous there is a 0-neighbourhood V in E such that x e V implies ]/(~, x) l~< 1. Given any compact C c E, there is by the above proposition a 0-neighbourhood W in Me(F) such that WCc V. Thus/zE W and xeC imply I/(,,-,, x) = I/(,~.,/.,x) I < 1.
We now turn our attention towards C(F) and Me(F). We show that if A, A' are closed subgroups of F, then Me(r) is a locally convex, continuous (A, A')-bimodule. We begin with some preliminary results.
For / in C(F) and 7 in F, we define f7 and 7/by ]~(7')=/(7'7) and ~f(7')=/(77')-It is clear that ]~ and ~/are in C(F).
L]~MMA l. The maps (7,/)-~v/and (7,/)-~/7 are continuous maps of F x C(F) into C(F).
Proo/. This is an immediate consequence of [4; Chapitre 8, w 2, Lemma 3].
For /E C(F) and # E M~(F) we define a function fi(/) on F by fi(/) (7) =#(v/)" L ~ M ~I A 2. Let C be a compact subset o] C(F) a~ul # E Mo( F ), then {fi(/): ] E C } is a compact subset o/C(P). Proo/. First note that it follows from Lemma 1 that fi(/) is continuous. To show that {fi(/): ]EC} is compact we show that the map /-*fi([) is continuous. Let K=Supp (#),
given s > 0 and a compact set Ko, there is by Lemma 1 for each 7' E K U K 0, a neighbourhood Vr, of 7', and a neighbourhood W~, of / such that for 7 E V~, and g e W~, we have I I < I211,,.,11 for all 7" E K 0 U K. It follows that g E W~, and 7 E V~, imply 1~(/) (7') -Z(g)(7)] <~/2.
Since K U K 0 is compact there is a finite set 71, 73 ..... 7n such that K lJ K0a U ~=1 Vu~.
Let W = I"1 ~= 1 WT~. For 7 e K 0 and g E W we have IP,(/) (7) -,~(g)(7)1 <~.
For/eC(T), let/* be the function defined by t*(7)=/(7-1) -(-means complex conjugate). It is clear that f*E C(F). 
o/measures whose support is in A is closed in M~(F).
Proo/. It is sufficient to show that M~(F, A) is a(Mc(F), C(F)).closed. For/E C(F), let Ar={#eM~(F): ~u(])=0}. Then A I is a(Mc(F),C(F))-closed and M~(F, A)=N{Af
Supp (/) fi A = (I)}. 
Let A, A' be closed subgroups of F. Then A, A' are locally compact groups and we can identify M~(A) and Mc(A') with closed subalgebras of M~(F). Propositions 14 and 15 then yield that M~(F) is a locally convex (A, A')-bimodule. More is true. PROPOSITIO~ 16. Let A, A' be closed subgroups o/F. Then Me(F) is a locally convex continuous (A,
A
Induced separately continuous representations
Let F be a locally compact group and A a closed subgroup of F. Then Me(A) is a unitary subalgebra of Me(F), so we can immediately apply the results of w 3 to the categories of locally convex F-modules and locally convex A-modules.
T~EOREM 6. Let A be a closed subgroup o/the locally compact group F then the restriction /unetor /tom the category o/locally convex F-modules to the category o/ locally convex A-modules has an adjoint and coadjoint. The ad~oint is the/unctor M~(F)| a -and the coad]oint is the /unctor homa (M~(F), -).
Proo/. This is a consequence of Theorem 3 and Proposition 14. 
/or any locally convex A'-module F and any locally convex A-module E.
THEOREM 7. Let A' be a closed subgroup o/A. Then rE-~r(AE) and E r ~ (EA) r
/or any locally convex A'-module E.
In terms of intertwining forms, we have the following:
THEOREM 8. Let A be a closed subgroup o/F. For any locally convex A-module E and any locally convex F-module F we have j(rE, F) ~ J(E, FA).
Proo/. This is immediate from Theorem 5 and Proposition 14.
The representation of E r
Having established our principal results for locally convex F-modules, we devote this section to the representation of the locally convex F-module E r. Our purpose in doing this is to display the connection of our results with the more classical results in this area. 
Mo(F).
In order to define a F-module structure on E we shall have to impose some restriction on E.
De]ini$ion.
A locally convex space E is said to satisfy condition (K) if the closed convex hull of each compact subset of E is compact.
Note that if E is complete, or quasicomplete, then E satisfies condition (K).
Whenever E satisfies condition (K) then for each/EC(F, A, E) and each ffEMc(F )
we define a map ff[: F-~E by @/(r), x'> = fr q(rr'), xb d~(r). 
H=(~-+(f(~),x'~: x'eV ~ is relatively compact in C(F). Clearly for each ~,H(~) =((f(~),x'}: x6V ~ is relatively compact since V is absorbing. Since ] is continuous it
follows that H is equicontinuous. Thus by Ascoli's theorem H is relatively compact. The remainder of the proof is straightforward.
By the above Proposition we can define a functor ~ from the category of locally convex A-modules satisfying condition (K) to the category of locally convex F-modules by ~(E)=C(F,A,E) and ~(m)(h=mof for m e hom~(E, F) and f e C(F, A, E). The functor hom~ (Me(F), -) can be considered as a functor between these categories. For each locally convex A-module E satisfying condition {K), define a map ~E: Er-~c(F, A, E) by ~m (7 ) =m(%) for ~eF.
THEOREM 9. Let A be a closed subgroup o/the locally compact group F. Let E be a locally convex A.module satis/ying condition (K). Then the map q)s:
~E: Er ~ C(F, A, E)
is a natural bicontiuuous isomorphism.
Proof. We first demonstrate the continuity of ~. Let p~. v be a seminorm on C(F, A, E), then W= (m: m(/~) c V} is a 0-neighbourhood in E r and me W implies p,, v(~Em) ~< 1. Now define ~FE: ~FE: C(F, A, E)~E r by ~FE/(/~ ) =~f(~). The continuity of the maps f-~#f and f-~f(e) imply that ~2"E is continuous.
Straightforward calculations yield that ~E and ~FE are F-module homomorphisms and that ~EO~F~ and ~FEO~E are identity maps. It is straightforward to show that ~ is natural.
Density theorems
We present in this section some results which we shall need in the sequel. 
1/ E satisfies condition (K), then/~(y) E E. 1/in addition E is a locally convex continuous A-module then ]~ E C(F, A, E), and/~ vanishes outside AS where S = Supp (/).
Proo/. If E satisfies condition (K) then ]~(Y) E E by
which demonstrates the continuity of/~. 
PROPOSITIO~ 20. Let E be a locally convex A-module and suppose that /E :~(F, E) implies/~EC(F, A, E). Then ~((F, A, E) is the image o/ ~((F,
E
Maekey's induced representations
The purpose of this section is to make precise the relationship between our induced representation E r and the unitary induced representations of Mackey.
The following definition was proposed by Naimark as an extension of the notion of unitary equivalence to nonunitary representations on Banaeh spaces. It has been used by Maekey in [11] and Fell in [5] .
Definition. Let E and F be locally convex F-modules. E and F are said to be Naimark related if there is a module isomorphism from a dense submodule of E onto a dense submodule of F whose graph is closed in E • F. Mackey has shown [9] that with these definitions, E u is a unitary A-module.
Let E be a locally convex F-module. E is called a unitary F-module if E is a
THEOREM 10. Let E be a unitary A-module, then E v and E r are Naimark related.
Proof. Let G be the subspace of E v consisting of continuous functions. Then ~(F, A, E)~ G so by Lemma 3.3 of [9] , G is dense in E v, and moreover it is easily seen that G is a submodule. By Theorem 9, E r ~ C(F, A, E) and thus we can define a map m: G-+ E r by mr(r) = PP . shows that m is a module homomorphism and this completes the proof.
It is clear that ~((F, A, E)~ re(G) and thus re(G) is a dense submodule of E (Proposition 20
)
The representation of rE
Let F be a locally compact group and A a closed subgroup. Let E be a locally convex A-module which is barreled. Using Proposition 9 of w 3 together with the fact that there is a natural continuous isomorphism F ~ F ~ where F is a locally convex F-module we have: Proof. Let 
Linear systems representations
In this section we prove a Frobenius reciprocity theorem for linear systems representations. The following definition is a modification of the definition used by J. M. G.
Fell in [5] . 
is continuous/or each (x, y) E E • F then < E, F> is a linear systems representation o/M~(F).
Thus for locally compact groups, our definition of linear systems representations coincides precisely with that used by Fell in [5] .
Induced continuous representations
Our purpose in this section is to develop results analogous to those of section 5 for locally convex continuous F-modules. We begin by showing that we can define homa (Mo(F), -) and Mc(F)| -functors in such a way that hom~ (Me(F), E) and Me(r) | are locally convex continuous r-modules whenever E is a locally convex continuous A-module. To do this we first establish some technical lemmata which will enable us to use the results of section 2. it follows that /~-~H is equieontinuous. A similar argument using the continuity of (y, f)-~f~ shows that H-x-# is equicontinuous.
L~MMX 4. Let H be an equicontinuous subset o[ M~(F) and let K be a compact subset o/F.
Then KH = {ev ~ /~: y E K, # E H~ and HK--(/~ ~e ev: 7 E K, # E H } are equicontinuous subsets of M~(F).
Proof. Let V = H ~ then V is a 0-neighbourhood in C(F). The proof now is similar to that of Theorem 14, and is omitted.
There is a representation theorem for E r similar to the theorem of w 6. E K} is equicontinuous, and thus completes the proof.
